
Ano$a/Micro$a 

What is it? 

Ano$a and micro$a are birth defects of a baby’s ear. Ano$a happens when the external ear (the part of the 
ear that can be seen) is missing completely. Micro$a happens when the external ear is small and not 
formed properly. 

Ano$a/micro$a usually happens during the first few weeks of pregnancy. These defects can vary from being 
barely no$ceable to being a major problem with how the ear formed. Most of the $me, ano$a/micro$a 
affects how the baby’s ear looks, but usually the parts of the ear inside the head (the inner ear) are not 
affected. However, some babies with this defect also will have a narrow or missing ear canal. 

There are four types of micro$a, ranging from Type 1 to Type 4. Type 1 is the mildest form, where the ear 
retains its normal shape, but is smaller than usual. Type 4 is the most severe type where all external ear 
structures are missing —ano$a. This condi$on can affect one or both ears. However, it is more common for 
babies to have only one affected ear. 

What are the causes/risk factors? 

The causes of ano$a/micro$a among most infants are unknown. Some babies have ano$a/micro$a because 
of a change in their genes. In some cases, ano$a/micro$a occurs because of an abnormality in a single 
gene, which can cause a gene$c syndrome. Another known cause for ano$a/micro$a is taking a medicine 
called isotre$noin (Accutane®) during pregnancy. This medicine can lead to a paMern of birth defects, which 
oNen includes ano$a/micro$a. These defects also are thought to be caused by a combina$on of genes and 
other factors, such as the things the mother comes in contact within the environment or what the mother 
eats or drinks or certain medicines she uses during pregnancy. 

Recently, CDC reported on important findings about some factors that increase the risk of having a baby 
with ano$a or micro$a: 

• Diabetes ― Women who have diabetes before they get pregnant have been shown to be 
more at risk for having a baby with anotia/microtia, compared to women who did not have 
diabetes.  

• Maternal diet—Pregnant women who eat a diet lower in carbohydrates and folic acid might have 
an increased risk for having a baby with micro$a, compared to all other pregnant women. 

How is it diagnosed? 

Ano$a/micro$a are visible at birth. A doctor will no$ce the problem by just examining the baby. A CT or CAT 
scan (special x-ray test) of the baby’s ear can provide a detailed picture of the ear. This will help the doctor 
see if the bones or other structures in the ear are affected. A doctor will also perform a thorough physical 
exam to look for any other birth defects that may be present. 

How is it treated/managed? 

Treatment for babies with ano$a/micro$a depends on the type or severity of the condi$on. A healthcare 
provider or hearing specialist called an audiologist will test the baby’s hearing to determine any hearing loss 
in the ear(s) with the defect. Even a hearing loss in one ear can hurt school performance.6 All treatment 
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op$ons should be discussed and early ac$on may provide beMer results. Hearing aids may be used to 
improve a child’s hearing ability and to help with speech development. 

Surgery is used to reconstruct the external ear. The $ming of surgery depends on the severity of the defect 
and the child’s age. Surgery is usually performed between 4 and 10 years of age. Further treatment may be 
necessary if the child has other birth defects present. 

In the absence of other condi$ons, children with ano$a/micro$a can develop normally and lead healthy 
lives. Some children with ano$a/micro$a may have issues with self-esteem if they are concerned with 
visible differences between themselves and other children. Parent-to-parent support groups can prove to be 
useful for new families of babies with birth defects of the head and face, including ano$a/micro$a. 


